
Subject: special electrical machines

Unit-1:
1.classify permanent magnet materials used in electrical machines.

2.Explain Minor hysteresis loop and recoil line.
3.List the advantages and disadvantages of permanent magnet machines.

4.Defend the need for Commutator in DC machines? Explain its operation

5.Develop an electronically commutated dc motor from conventional dc motor.
6.Explain hysteresis loop? How permanent magnets can be selected for dc motors?

7.Explain the Temperature effects: reversible and irreversible losses
8.Permanent magnet machines have high torque /weight ratio. Defend with your argument

9.Justify why Permanent materials used in DC Machines.
10.Explain the significance of B-H characteristics of a permanent magnets

11.Choose the Operating temperature range and severity of operation duty for an permanent manet?
12.Explain the performance characteristics of PMDC motors

Unit-2:

1.Discuss different modes of excitation of stepper motors.
2.Classify the  stepper motors and explain briefly.
3.Explain step angle?. Define stepping rate of a stepper motor.
4.Choose the stator pole pitch, rotor pole pitch and full step angle of a 12/8 Variable Reluctance stepper motor.
5.Compare open loop and closed loop control of stepper motor?
6.Explain  hybrid stepper motors? explain the principle of operation.
7.Inspect how pull-in torque and pull-out torque effect  stepper   motor.

8.Discuss operation of Variable Reluctance Motor (VRM) single stack and multiple stack
9.Explain the constructional details single stack and multi stack variable reluctance stepper motor.
10.Importance of  hybrid stepping motors over other types of stepper motors?

Unit-3:

1.Define the terms pole arc and pole pitch.
2.Formulate minimum stator and rotor pole arcs to achieve self starting of a switched reluctance motor?
3.Discuss the variation of phase inductance of an SRM with its rotor position.
4.Analyse closed loop control of a S witched Reluctance motor with a neat sketch.

5.Develop the relationship between inductance and reluctance.
6.Develop the general expression for torque of a switched reluctance motor.
7.Explain the basic principle of Switched Reluctance Motors
8.Inspect the three-phase asymmetric power converter used for switched reluctance motor and explain its operation.
9.Analyse the torque-speed characteristics of a Switched Reluctance Motor.

10.Explain control principle of switched reluctance motor for fraction type loads

11.What are the advantages and disadvantages of Switched reluctance motors and mention the applications of Switched reluctance
motors
12.Design stator and rotor pole arc for switched reluctance motor
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13.Distinguish  power converter configurations for Switched reluctance motor
14.Explain briefly Position sensing of rotor

Unit-4:

1.construct  BLDC motor? Draw the back- emf  waveforms and explain the switching logic for a three phase BLDC motors in
two-phase switching mode.
2.With a neat block diagram explain Principle of operation of BLDC motor.
3.Distinguish between PMSM and BLDC motors.
4.construct  Surface mounted and interior type permanent magnet BLDC motor
5.Develop  the Torque and EMF equations ?
6.Support the  need for rotor position sensing in BLDC motors? Briefly explain.

7.Decide why    hall sensors are used in the control of BLDC motors.

8.Deduct Torque speed characteristics Square wave brushless motors.
9.List  the advantages and application of BLDC motors
10.Classify different speed controllers suitable for BLDC motors.

11.compare the advantages and disadvantages of Brushless DC machines conventional DC motors.
12.Explain operating principle of Brushless DC motor with the help of diagrams.

Unit-5:

1.Develop  the torque equation for sine wave PM Brush less motor
2.Develop the emf equation for sine wave PM Brush less motor

3.Develop the phasor diagram of sine wave PM Brush less motor
4.Analyse the phasor diagram of sine wave PM Brush less motor and state the performance of sine wave PM Brush less motor

5.Develop  the circle diagram of sine wave PM Brush less motor
6.Explain the significance of circle diagram and deduce the parameters of sine wave PM Brush less motor

7.Develop the torque speed characteristics of sine wave PM Brush less motor
8.compare between the square wave and sine wave permanent magnet motors along with their applications

Unit-6:

1.Analyse  linear motors? Give their applications.
2.Explain construction & principle of operation of linear induction motor.
3.compare the advantages & disadvantages of Linear Induction Motor to conventional induction motor
4.Develop the equivalent circuit diagram for Linear  Induction Motor
5.classify  types of LIM?
6.Explain the operating principle of a single sided linear induction motor.
7.Construct a  double  sided linear induction motor.
8.Explain different types and applications of linear motor for electric traction
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